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[web:reg] arma Excel Add-In
[web:reg] ARMA Excel Add-In is a XLL for estimating and forecast AR(I)MA models with
Excel. You do not have to know anything about numerical methods to use [web:reg]
ARMA Excel Add-In – just install it and use it with Excel.

Requirements

Operating System: Windows® 95, 98, ME, 2000, XP
Microsoft Excel® 97, 2000 or XP

Setup and Installation

To install the [web:reg] ARMA Add-In you must download and execute the setup
program from my web page and follow than the installation instructions.

Functions

[web:reg] time series functions
The following time series functions are available. The output will be a range of the
series size. Note that #N/A will be returned for observations for which lagged
values are not available.
diff(time series as range, d as
integer)

d'th order difference

difflog(time series, d as
integer)

d'th order difference of the logarithm

diffs(time series as range, d as
integer, s as integer)

d'th order difference with a seasonal
difference s

diffslog(time series as range, d
as integer, s as integer)

d'th order difference with a seasonal
difference s of the logarithm

If the values are not numbers or the values are not positive using difflog or
diffslog #N/A will be returned.
All time series functions are array-function. First select an empty range which is of
the same dimension as the time series that should be differenced. Then write the
function you want to use. At this point, do not press Enter. Rather, hold down the
Shift and the Ctrl Keys and then press Enter.
Example
diff(A2:A102,1) will output the difference of the time series Range A2:A102.
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[web:reg] arma function
This function estimates the parameters of an ARMA(p,q) model. arma needs as
parameters a time series as a range, the order of autoregressive terms q as
integer, the order of moving average terms q as integer, and if you want an
constant term into the model an boolean as true.
arma(time series as range, p as Integer, q as Integer, c as bool)
After estimating this functions returns the residual, the parameters, useful
statistics, impulse response function and forecast evolution in a range of the size

(T − p ) × max( p + q + c,3) . The first parameter will be outputted in column 2 and
row 1. The order of parameter are constant, autoregressive parameters and
moving average parameters.
Output

Residual p
Residual p+1
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
Residual T

constant
->
coefficient 1
std. error 1
t-stat. 1
P-Value 1
inverted roots (if c =
false. else #N/A)
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
Impulse Response
(T=1)
…
Impulse Response
(T=observations-10p)

AR-coeffients
…
…
…
…
inverted roots1

->

Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Durbin-Watson stat
Forecast (T=1)
…
Forecast
(T=observations-10p)

MA- coeffients
…
…
coefficient (p+q+c)
…
…
std. error (p+q+c)
…
…
t-stat (p+q+c)
…
…
P-Value (p+q+c)
inverted
…
inverted roots
roots
#N/A
…
#N/A
#N/A
…
#N/A
#N/A
…
#N/A
#N/A
…
#N/A
#N/A
…
#N/A
#N/A
…
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A

…
…

#N/A
#N/A

The estimation employs an efficient non linear technique (Levenberq Marquardt
algorithm). The derivates will be computed by finite differencing methods. The
maximum of iterations is 500 and the convergence is 0.0001. Moving average
terms will be backcasted
Example
arma(A2:A102,2,0,false) will estimates an AR(2) model without constant.
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Excel does not know complex numbers. On this account the inverted AR/MA roots are Strings.
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[web:reg] ARMA form

The output of the function is difficult for many persons to recognize. For this
reason I integrated a VBA form. The input is simplified and the outputs is
formatted and diagrams will be created.
When installed, [web:reg] ARMA Excel Add-In adds a new menu item to Excel's
main menu.
Start the Add in by clicking on [web:reg] -> univariate time series -> ARMAEstimation in Excel.

The following dialog appears:

In here, you tell the program about the data that we would like to estimate. If
there is the name of the time series in the first row, you are going to tell this, by
clicking on the "Label" checkbox.
Either you could specify the model manual or the Add-In fits the best model by
using information criteria.
You could also specify the time horizon of the impulse response function and
forecast.
The estimation result will be displayed in a new worksheet.
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Further notes

[web:reg] ARMA Excel Add-In was written by Kurt Annen. This program is
freeware. But I would highly appreciate if you could give me credit for my work by
providing me with information about possible open positions as an economist. My
focus as an economist is on econometrics and dynamic macroeconomics. If you
like the program, please send me an email.
This Add-In was written in C/C++/Assembler and compiled with MinGW2. The
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was taken from the MINPACK3 package translated
by f2c.
Each 30 estimation appears my visited card. Do not ask please whether I can
remove this.
I would like thank Roland Grube4 for designing the new [web:reg] logo.
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Before you ask, why the XLL-file is so large.

From MinGW - Frequently Asked Questions “C++ programs using the Standard Template Library (ie/
#include <iostream>) cause a large part of the library to be statically linked into the binary. The need to
statically link the stdc++ into the binary is two fold. First MSVCRT.dll does not contain C++ stdlib
constructs. Second the legal implications of generating a libstdc++.dll are restricted by the licensing
associated with the library.”
3
MINPACK is a numerical library written in Fortran
4
Roland is one of my best friends - www.rgtect.com
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Brief introduction in AR(I)MA models

Time series arise in many fields, including economics and finance. A time series is
defined as a vector xt of observations made at regulary time points t = 1,2,K, T .
Ideally, one would like to describe these time series with mathematically models
to do, e.g. predictions for future. A widely popular class of generating process, or
models, are the AR(I)MA models. The acronym AR(I)MA stands for „AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average“. Lags of the differenced time series
appearing in the model are called „autoregressive“ terms, lags of the errors are
called „moving average“, and a time series which needs to be differenced to made
be stationary is said to be an „integrated“ time series.
Is the time series stationary it is possible to represent it by an ARMA model. Note
please that the theory of AR(I)MA model is based on stationary.
Using the backshift operator L
d

∆d = (1 − L ) x
specifies the d-th order of difference of the time series X.
An ARMA(p,q) model can be expressed as:

xt − φ1 xt −1 − K − φ p xt − p = ε t + θ 1ε t −1 + K + θ q ε t − q 5
or expressed by the backshift operator

Φ(L )xt = Θ(L )ε t
where
p

Φ (L ) = 1 − ∑ φ j L j
j =1

and
q

Θ(L ) = ∑θ j L j

b0 = 1

j =0

q = 0 one has an autoregressive, AR( p ) , model if p = 0 the model is a moving
average, denoted MA(q ) . The error terms are, of course not directly observable,

If

but a model is said to be invertible if the original errors an be re-constructed from
the observed x. Mathematically a ARMA model is be invertible if the roots of the
equation6 Θ z = 0 all lie outside the unit circle or the absolute value of each root

()

is greater than one.
If the roots of the equation

Φ( z ) = 0 all lie outside the unit circle the model is

stationary. If only one of the roots is in absolute value greater one the difference
system is explosive.
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often a constant

µ

will be included

xt − φ1 xt −1 − K − φ p xt − p = µ + ε t + θ1ε t −1 + K + θ q ε t −q
6

z might be a complex number
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A stationary
of the

ARMA( p, q ) process has an MA(∞ ) representation. The coefficients

MA(∞ ) representation could be calculated recursively and are called

„impulse response“ function. The impulse response function gives the answer of
the question: what is the effect on xt given a unit shock at time s . Note please if

MA(q ) process the effect holds only until s + q . The effect of
an AR ( p ) or an ARMA( p, q ) process converges to zero if the time series is

there is only a pure
stationary.

Forecast
Normally ARMA models are used to forecast a time series. A very simple method
for forecasting ARMA models is:

xT + h = φ1 xT + h −1 + K + φ p xt + h− p + ε T − θ1ε T + h−1 − K − θ q ε T + h−q
As you can see xT + h can easily be updated. The optimal forecast for

ε T −h

is, of

course, zero for h > q .
Estimating

AR( p ) model is really simple, because the model is linear and OLS
(q > 0) is non linear in
is applicable. Unfortunately, an MA(q ) or an ARMA( p, q )

Estimating an

nature, and requires an iterative procedure to resolve the parameters. A very
good algorithm in estimating non-linear model is the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm.
Identifying the order of p and q
The Box Jenkins procedure for identifying the orders of p and q is very difficult
and will not be described. A simple and popular procedure is to minimize Akaike or
Schwarz Information criteria. These criterions forms a trade-off between the fit of
the model (which lowers the sum of squared residuals) and the model's
complexity, which is measured by the numbers of parameters.
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